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Financial
Institution

Group

# 153004 # 163015
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 163227

# 160695

# 163486

# 162457

# 153986

# 155642
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Industrials

# 163503 # 158898
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 154517

# 147622

# 161432

# 154352

# 160877

# 159882
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Consumer 
& Retail

# 162125# 125892
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 149235

# 153159

# 160704

# 136396

# 162103
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Tips for
making a great 
deal toy

dealtoys.altrum.com

Keep your client in mind - a thoughtful deal 

gift will make them feel appreciated.

The process typically takes 6-8 weeks. Try to 

plan ahead for a smooth experience.

Take a look around your office. Your MD might 

have a type when it comes to deal toys !

Contact us to get started! From the moment 

your deal closes, we’ll be there so you can 

focus on what matters most: celebrating.
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The whole process was very easy. 

Our representative was very attentive 

and quick to respond. The quality of 

the awards are really nice. We received 

compliments on the awards we ordered 

and I cannot be any happier with how 

they turned out!

- Min Cho, Alexandria Real Estate
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Healthcare

# 163348 # 150922
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 156437

# 162605

# 160136

# 161947

# 157508
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# 158595

# 153114

# 153069

# 157967

# 155588

# 155832
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

Altrum was absolutely wonderful to work with. 

Extremely responsive to our needs and would either 

email back quickly or follow up with a phone call 

immediately throughout the whole process. This 

made us feel comfortable and relaxed about how 

the final product was going to turn out. We really 

appreciated the attentiveness and our representative  

was so happy and helpful. We were very impressed 

with the final product and will for sure be working 

again with you all in the future!

- Rebecca, Waldinger Creative  
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Oil 
& Gas

# 153602 # 158340
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 150995

# 162870

# 155943

# 163736

# 160492

# 155533
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Power 
& Energy

# 162859 # 153909
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 154118

# 146343

# 156702

# 150866

# 149095
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# 163068 # 162799

Real 
Estate
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 160213

# 142590

# 163540

# 161190

# 163820

# 136037
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# 149839 # 161640

Technology 
Media &  
Telecom
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www.dealtoys.altrum.com

# 149090

# 163721

# 163051

# 170027

# 160833

# 162551
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At Altrum Honors, we pride ourselves on our unmatched customer service. 

Our clients range from having unique requirements to simply exploring what 

we can do. Either way, we welcome the challenge.

The quality and timeliness of this project 
was exceptional. The customer service was 
amazing as well. We look forward to using 
this service again ! - Hessa, RBC

Above & Beyond
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Your deal toy celebrates a transaction and 

it also reflects the bond you share with your 

client. For this team, it was not only impor- 

tant to incorporate both companies on this 

transaction, they also wanted to spotlight the 

fact that both are cloud based.

We follow your firm’s branding guidelines. 

In this case, it was incorporating specific 

pantone colors and fonts.

This shape really followed the cloud theme. 

Choosing untraditional shapes is a great way 

to add uniqueness to any of your deal toys.

We offer a wide range of materials. This 

particular project was created using crystal, 

so we could use our 3D etching technology  

for the IBM logo. However, you also have the 

option to select acrylic, wood, aluminum,

stone or 3D print.

It’s all in the detail

Branding

Shape

Material
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Our team of experts will guide you throughout the entire 

process. Your deal gift is as important to us as it is to you. 

By using state-of-the-art software and a lean process to support 

your project, we make the process seamless so you can rest easy.

We can guarantee superior craftsmanship and the highest 

quality standards. Thanks to our three factories and hundreds 

of skilled employees, we have the resources to quickly make 

your vision come to life. 

We’ve got your back!

Superior Craftsmanship
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Standard timing for a deal toy project is 6-8 weeks - this is from the moment you reach 

out to the final delivery.

48 hours

1-2 weeks

2+ weeks

2-3 weeks

The first step is to discuss your project, so we can learn about the deal 

and your team’s preferences, deadline, quantity and budget. Then, we’ll 

send you 3 mock-ups and quotes as a starting point.

We recommend getting a prototype to make sure you’re fully happy 

with the design before moving on to the full order. We can skip this 

step if time is of the essence, in which case we’ll send you a picture of 

the first unit instead of a prototype.

Based on your team’s feedback, we’re able to adjust the designs until 

we have a winning option. Changes are quick to make, but nevertheless, 

allow for 2-3 weeks to get consensus within your team.

After your final approval, your order will be produced 

within 3 weeks and delivered to the locations of your 

choice !

Initial Designs

Optional - Prototype 

Adjustments

4 Step Process

Final Delivery 



dealtoys.altrum.com


